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    Adesire for equality between the sexes is not new． Even in ancient

Greece equal education fbr women and men was proposed． In his Republic，

：Plato says women have the same nature as men and they therefore should

be instructed in the same manner． and allowed to share in public duties．

He maintains that the only difference between the sexes is physica1；the

male begets children and the female bears them． Plat6 comes to the

conclusion that‘‘there is no occupation concerned with the rnanagement of
                      の

social af［airs which belongs either．to woman or to man， as such．．．every

occUpation is open to both， so far as their natures are concerned， though

woman is for all purposes the weaker．，，1）Unfbrtunately， this Utopian

ideal was not soon put into practice． Plato's denial of a feminine cha-

rac‡er Which irrefutably sets women apart from men is still not completely

accepted。           7

    0ne age in British history which dealt with discussion of this feminine

character was the eighteenth century． Several of the literary figures of

this period concerned-themselves， directly or inditectly， with the question of

whether or not women di舐｝red from men in more than the physical aspects．

Many believed that they did． Differences in behavior， accomplishnents，

and duties were seen as inhbrent． The superiority of the male sex and the

position of men was se6n as the natura1 order and not merely the result of

custom． Men were regarded as intellectual，・rational creatures．陶They

possessed reason， the faculty which separates mankind from the rest of the

・nim・1・w・・1d・W・m・n，・n th・・ther hhnd， w・・e・u1・d by・fe・ling，・nd

their possession of reason was questionable． Man w3s expected to deal in

society， in the world of action．、 Woman，s existence．was encompassed by

the home． Maternity and domestic duties were her proper areas． The
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belief in a distinctly feminine character resulted in two different views of

woman． Either her differences rendered her bbviously inferior， or the

sexes were separate but equal． Both of these views resulted in the sub-

jection Qf women to men．

     In general， women were characterized as much less sensible than men

and more easilY swayed by their passiOns． They were regarded as natural-

ly vaih and childlike． Women were said to be discerning observers， but

unable td generalize ideas as well as men． They were thought to have

too great a confidence in their own opinions since they could not reason

to a proper conclusion as could m6n． Women were deemed unable to'

．compareプcombine a，nd analyse ideas． All of．these failings made sub-

mission to man beneficial as well as natural． lt was sometimes granted

that women possessed certain virtues， but these were designed to com一．
                                                     s

plement men． Their mercy was made to accompany men's justice， their

softness to teinper men's rough' character．

     The female sex sopaetimes provoked harsher criticism． Two of

the major authors of the eighteenth century serve-as examples of this

fact． Pope's “Epistle to a Lady” paints q far froim fiattering picture of

the sex． He goes so far as saying “Most Women have no Characters at

all” （1．2） He attacks the pride which women have in dress and complains

that their character is often at variance with their attractive outer appearance．

He acc亡ses womeエ1'of being overly upset by small things and possessing a

changeability which make＄ them extraordinarily hard to please． Pope also

says that women have no powers of concentration． Even worse， theY are

often irreligious and lewd． Their ruling passions are 16ve of pleasUre and

of power． Pope enumerat．es many differences between the sexes： women

are foolish， men sborn fools； women are reserved， men are frank； women

deal in．artfulness， men deal in truth； women are swayed by fancy， men

are ruled by fixed principles． ・However， Pope does not attribute these

differences entirely to nature． ln a note to the poem， he says they are

also occasioned by the education ' 翌?奄モ?women receive．

     Swift was 'another who sometimes' attacked women． ln one parti-

cularly slanderous passage he says of the sex，' “1 cannot conceive you to be

human， creatures， but a sort of species hardly above a monkey； who has
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more diverting tricks than apy of you； is an animal less mischievous and

expensive， might in time be a tolerable 'critic in velvet and brocade， and

for ought 1 know would equally become them．”2）

    Swift was also critical of the education of women． He believed that

it fostered frivolity and did nothing to prepare women for their role in life

of wife and mother． Swift felt that education for women was necessary．

He reasoned that women needed to have a somewhat cultivated・ mind if

they were to be suitable companions for their husbands． But he does not

seem to be optimistic that women will be capable of intellectual acheive-

ment． He said in a letter to a woman， “you can never arrive in point of

learning to the perfection of a schoolboy．”3）

    Some eighteenth century women seemingly had attained more than a

schoolboy's perfection'in learning． There were several women authors

and women noted for learned acquirements． They were not silent on

the subject of women's education． One of these learned women was Lady

Mary Wortley Montagu． She was alinost entirely self educated and felt

that women were handi capped by a lack of learning． ln the dedication to a

Latin translation she says：

         We are permitted no books but such as tend to the weakening

         and effeminatipg of the mind． ． Our natural defects are everyway

         indulged， and it is looked upon as in．a degree criminal to improve

         our reason， or fancy we have any． We are taught to place all

         ou'r art in adorning our outward forms．．．while our minqs are

         entirely nelected．4）

    Montagu goes on to assert that she is hot arguing for equality of the

sexes． She believes that God and nature put woman in an inferior rank

in which they owe obedience to the superior sex． This position is chara-

cteristic of inany women of the time． They did not see a desire for

education as an assertion of equality．

    Although Montagu ・saw education of women as necessary， she did

not see it as serving the same function as'that of men． ln a letter to her

daughter she explains that “the use of knowledge' @in our sex， besides the
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amusement of solitude， is to moderate the passions．．．”5） ln this same．

letter and elsewhere in he．r writings， Montagu advises women to conceal

whatever learning they attain． She believes that a woman of learning is

liable to ridicule and is seen as impertinent， tattling， 'and conceited．

     The cohditions of women's educatiori in the' eighteenth century seem

to warrant criticism． Learning for women had riever been a high priority

in the society of England． There had been some education of women．6）

Particularly in the time of Elizabeth， women had been afforded some

opportunities for．intellectual attainment． However， these opportunities

were only for the very rich and the 一results had little effect on society．

During the reigns of the earlier Stuarts' 狽??窒?were practically no theories

proposed for the education of women， and during the civil war， other

matters took precedence．The Commonwealth did not advocate women's

education． This was not unnatural since the Puritan view of woman was

that she had caused the downfall of man． The Restoration provided mbre

'individual freedom， but th' ?dubious morals of the ，court were not conducive

to the growth of intellect in women．

     In the eighteenth ceptury， young ladies froni wealthy families were

generally tutored at home． They were taught acc6mplishments designed

to render them attractive to men in order that they might reach the one

goal expected of them， a profitable 'marriage． There were also dozens of

boarding．schools available． Their curriculum was'largely the same；

English， French， dancing， music， and needlework． Girls at boarding 一

schools learned the fine pbints of mahners and decorum， such as how to

sit-and rise and get into and out of a coach gracefully． They also studied

 the arts of greeting aquaintances in the street， paying and receiving visits，

and writing letters of compliment and thanks．7）

     It is small wonder that there were several proposals to amend or

replace this form of education． This movement for reform actually began

in the late seventeenth century． Two of the earliest proposals looked to

the past． ln 1673 Mrs． Makin's “Essay to Revive the Antient Education

of Gentlewomen” was published． She stated that the current form．of

 education neglected both learning and virtue and she advocated giving up

K study of the social graces for a return to the classics． Makin differed from
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many who Proposed schemes for women's education i she actually ran

Tottenham High Cross School． Apparently， however， the public wds

not interested in hgr ideal． Even at her own school， she was unable to do

away with study of the accomplishments． But her students had at least

been exposed to a greater learning and some individuals took to the excel-

lencies of higher learning．8）

    Another proposal was Mary Astell's “A Serious Proposa1 to the Ladies

for the Advancement of Their True and Greatest lnterest” （1694．） She

assumes， as had Makin， that girls have minds worth training and there-

f・・ea・ight t・． anゆcati・n whi・h will b・n・丘t th・血・Sh・m・int・in・th4t

the inferiority of the female sex is due to an inferior education． Her plan

is interesting because it makes provisions for women who remained un-

married． Astell was not radical enough ．to suggest that there might be a

profession besides marriage open to them． But i'f her students did not

marry， they would be allowed to remain at the school to continue studying

or to teach． Astell assures' the reader that she is not proposing a convent；'

vows of celibacy would not be required． The school would merelY pro-

vide a safe place for unrparried women without forcing them to rely on the

charity of relatives in securing a place to live．9）

    Astell's proposal was criticized as impractical； women did not want

to be isolated． Defoe makes a point of this in his “An Academy for，

Women” in' An Essay upon Projects published in 1697．． Defoe does not

propose a・ radical Change in women's education， but， he does look upon the

sex more favourably than many． He certainly believes thbt women

ar' ?capable of benefiting from education． His proposal opens with these

strong statements ：

1 have often thought of it as one of the most barbarous customs

in the world， considering us as a civiliz'd and a Christiap Countrey，

that we deny the advantages of Learning to Women． We re-

proach the Sex every day with Folly and lmpertinence， while

I am confident， had they the advantages of Education eqUal to

us， they wou'd be guilty of less than ourselves．iQ）
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Defoe says it is a wonder that women have any intellectual acheivement

at all in view of their nearly non-existent education． He sees educ，ation ' @
．

as the right of women since God has given them lmowledge and under-

standing．

    Defoe regards women aS having greater capacities and quicker senses

than those of men． He also．says they are generally very sensible and

retentive． Defoe's criticism of women is the opinion that a levity peculiar

to them cannot bear restraint．

    Defoe's academy would not discard the teaching of music and dancing

which he believes women are fond of． The academY would teach languages，

particularly French and ltaliari． Defoe also suggests studying “Gtaces of

Speech” and the “Air of Conversation．” He would have the students

read books， especially history， to aid in understanding the world and L

making judgements． Defoe would deny no sotrt of learning to those

with ability． His purpose would be to cultivate understanding， but there

would be a larger aim．

    Defoe compares the soul to a rough diamond which must be polished．

Education is the form which this polishing takes． Defoe is concerned for

the souls of women： They must be allowed to strengthen their virtue

throu' №?education． Defoe belieyes that a woman can'become the “Glory

'of her Maker” as well as a delight'to man．

    A' dglight to，man is the function assigned to women by Rousseau，

His Philosophies attracted much attention in England ． and he did not

neglect to deal with education． His Emile was published in 1762 and a

section of the book was devoted to the proper education for women． He

felt that education for men and women should be different． Rousseau

did not believe women and men were equal． He says women are naturally

more docile and that cunning and duplicity are their natural gifts． Accord-

ing to Rousseau， women are extreme in everything and incapable of judge-

ment． Abstract and speculative truths are beyond their grasp and works

of genius are beyond their reach． They understand readilY but soon

forget． Because of these differences in capability， an education like that of

men would be impossible． ． lnstead， Rousseau says， “a woman's education

must be planned in relation to man．”i2） All of women's education should
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aim toward the goal of pleasing men． Women should learn never to say

anything disagreeable to their listeners and to be submissive in every way．

Rousseau regards men as superior， though hot better． He says： ・

．．．the first and most important qualification in a woman is good

nature or sweetness of temper： formed to obey a being so imd-

perfect as man， often fu11 of vice and ・always full of faults， she

ought to learn betimeS even to suffer injustice．i2）

Rousseau does not see any mental or moral possibilities in womeh． He

thinks they should be trained to learn but not given a large amount of

knowledge． Regarding religion， women should be told what to believe

by their Parehts and there is no necessity for explaining religious principles

which women will not be able'to understand．

    Rousseau's opinions were not received without criticism． Some

thoUght that he emphasized artfu1 acquirements so strongly that he advocat-

ed women more suitable for mistresses than for wives． One critic was

Mary Wollstonecraft． She was considered revolutionary and even radical

in her time． Her life， as well as her writings， was looked upon with alarm．

Wollstonecraft's criticism of Rousseau's opinion of women's education is

found in A Vindication of the Rights of M70man （1792）． This work was

somewhat 'of a departure from other ， proposals for women's education．

Certainly Wollstonecraft was aware of the sad position of the majority of

women． ， She came from a poor family headed by a drunken father who

beat his wife． Mary had to earn a living by being a companion and a

governess． She had lived with good tempered obedience， suffering the

injustice of which Roussead speaks． She believed that training anyone in

this sort of patience would result in the inability to distinguish right from

wrong． Wollstonecraft believed that ' 狽??insincere submission Rousseau

wanted to foster was degrading to women． She asserts that truth and

greatness of mind can never dwell alongside．cunning．

     Wollstonecraft comPlains that women are kept in a state of childhood．

She says that from women “negative virtues bnly are expected．．．patience，

・docility， ' №盾盾?humour， and fiexibility-virtues incompatible with any
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vigorous exertion of intellect”i3）Wollstonecraft saw clearly that the educa・一

tion of accomplishments． designed．to procure a good husband failed to

consider a large number of women， those who never married and those

who were widowed． ， Even those who did marry found their accomplish-

gr！，，gtt，．ls，．，wgre nQt lastingly usefu1． Like most others' who we；e c'ritical of

g．du／cqtt／Qn， Wollston'ecraft wanted to see reforms which would produce

b．ette．r．．w．'iyes and mothers． ，She is afraid that women．are not trained to

develop suMcient judgement for' either the physical or mental upbring of

their children．

    Though she sees domes重ic functions as important， Wollstonecraf亡

does not regard these as the entire world of woman． She believes that

wbmep's rpinds 'myst t4ke a wider range． ． Wollstonecraft asserts the very

adVanced notiQn，of giving women a larger place in society． She believes

that they'should study politics and have representation in'
@government．

Since it is grarited that women make excellent nurses， Wollstonecraft

proposes that they be allowed to become doctors． She says that women

shduld be ailowed to participate in businesses of various kinds． ln this '

吻・・h・yw・yld・P・・b・f・・ced・・m・t・y fp・ ・upP・…Sh・・eg・・d・th・f・w

positions oPen to women as entirely menial． Even when a job is essentially

equal to 'that of a m2n， for example governesses and tutors， the woman

is not tredted with equal respect．

    Wollstonecraft also believes that women need education to perfect

their virtue． An ．association of ideas and growth of the mind has an effect

on the nioral character． ．The subj ects women study tend to ．make them

more involved with themselves than with-others． Their rote method of

Iearping．does not leave them with any deep impression to．aid in forming

their character．

    Wollstonecraft maintains ．that the segregation of the sexes in education '

is bqd for both． She suggests the establishment of co-educational govern-

ment day schools． Wollstbnecraft ' 垂窒盾垂盾唐??that these be open to all

classes． The students would wear uniforms to prevent vanity． The

，curriculum'would include botany， mechanics， astronomy， reading， writing，

．arithmetic， patural history and natural philosophy． Elements'of． history，

religion， and politics． could be taught through Socratic conversations．
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Wollstonecraft also emphasizes the need for plenty of exercise by both of

  the sexes． All of this was for children between the ages of five and nine！

      Aftet the age of nine there would be some separati6n． Those intended

  for employment would attend anQther school where the sexes would be

  instructed together in the morning， but study tasks relative to their
                                                                      '
  different future work in the afternoon． Those of more wealth or superior

  ability would still be instructed together． They would continue to study

  history and politics，， but more extensively， and they would also study

  languages， sciences， and polite literature．i4）

      The great ambition and detail of Wollstonecraft's plan is admirable．

  However， at the time it was seen as dangerously revolutionary and impra-

ctical． Criticism of Wollstonecraft is implicit in Hannah More's Strictures

・on theハ40dern Syste〃zげFe〃zale Eduqation． A remark regarding the

  imaginary rights some women think they possess seems to be directed at

Wollstonecraft． MQre's ideas are less concrete and more conservative

  than those of Wollstonecraf亡・She constantly stresses the i卑portance of

  submission in women， but does not advocate the fiattery in Rousseau．

  She says that “to allure and shine” sums up the education of ・woman．

  M6re believes that an entire devotedness to fine arts is the main source

  of corruption of women． More strongly emphasizes the role education
                                                                    ≧ノ

  should play in guiding a woman to religion． Unlike Rousseau again， she

  believes that women should be taught the principles behind religion． She

  regards education as a necessity in correcting the naturally corrupt nature of ，

  mankind． With a defective education， women can never hope to attain

  purity of cbnduct．

      More， like others， wants women to be educated in order to better

  fulfi11 their roles of wife and mother． She puts a high premium on one

  of women's duties， the instruction of children． She says this will deter-

  mine' the future happiness or ruin of the country． More states that the

  prolession of women is motherhood and that they should be trained for

  it as men are trained for their modes Qf making a living．

      More is no．t an advocate of learning for learning's sake． ln her opinion，

  the uses of study are to regulate the mind of the student and enable her

  （or him） to be in＄tr，umen．tal to the good of others． “ She does not fear that a
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larger amount of learning will cause'women to be'discontent with their

roles， but says “the enlargement of the female Understanding is the most

likely means to put an end to those petty and absurd contentions for

equality．”i5）

    Along with this comes her attack on the term “rights of woman．”

She says this terms was coined to：

rekindle in the minds of wornen a presumptuoμs vanity dishonour．

                                   へ
able to their sex， produced with a view tQ incite in their hearts an

impious discontent with the post which God has assigned them

in this world．．．they Iittle understand the true interests of woman

who would lift her from the important duties of her alloted station

to丘11 a Ioftier but less appropriate niche＿Whence but by care．

fully preserving the original．marks of difference stamped by

the hand．of the Creator would be derived the superior advantage

of Mixed society～16）

'

Though it would be comforting to end on a more promising note， these

were the prevalent ones among' eighteenth century society．

     At least there was widespread recognition of the need for improve-

e

ment in women's education． All of the proposers agreed that women

needed enough education to be suitable companions for men．． Some also

cohceded that learning would give a woman something to do if she was

not lucky enough to mak6 a marriage， or if she was， to occupy her when

she was no longer young and pretty enough to be involved in balls， flirta-

tions and other such pasttimes． Education for women was also・seen as a

benefit to society． Since・Women would be the mothers of the future

generation，・ it would be unwise to allow them to remain in total ignorance．

After all， supervision of the children's education was in their hands．

Therefore， an education which prepared a woman to be a better wife and

mother would lead to the improvement of society． ． '

     Another widely accepted basis for women's education was religious

in nature． If women possessed souls， their Christian duties were the ．

same as those of men． They were supposed to strive for virtue and prepare
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themselves fbr a．future life． In ignorance they might fall into vices and

thus spread them；an education would help them avoid ternptations． Well
                               ●

educated women could become agents for a higher mera1 tone in the general

     
 soclety・

     In almost all cases， advoca七es of education for women did not see

women in any roles but those of wife， mother and moral guide． Though

educated， woman was still to submit to man． Her place was not less

important than that of man， just di舐…rent．宜er roles were just as valuable

 in the creation of a satisfactorY society． The one exception to this view

point Was Mary Wollstonecraft． But even she did not advocate a complete

、overthroW of the ・traditional roles． She only suggested that women might

 have talent in other areas which could be tapped for the bene丘t of a11．

     Except for Mary WollStonecraft，s， proposals for reform in women，s

 education were only tentative steps fbrward． ：But although sma11， they

 were nonetheless in the right direction． Those who proposed such changes

may have had different motives， but their opinions all pointed to the fact

that a society in which women were not granted a valuable education was

far from being ideaL

ノ
．
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